2006 ford escape instrument cluster

Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Your item is repaired and
shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our standard 1-business day
turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We take the guesswork out of
choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure proper fitment. Our return label
includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule online for your convenience. This is a
repair service that corrects Ford Escape instrument cluster problems on year models , or These
instrument clusters have a common problem with failing or malfunctioning backlighting and
sticking gauges. Replacing the instrument cluster with a replacement unit is not the best
solution, because many replacements units often use the same faulty components as the
factory cluster. The benefit of our repair over a replacement unit is we correct the root cause of
the instrument cluster problem. We replace not only the components of the faulty gauge, but
rebuild ALL of the gauges speedometer, tachometer, fuel, and temperature with upgraded
components to ensure proper function. At Circuit Board Medics, our focus is on excellent
communication, fast turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to achieving these goals is
ensuring that we have customers' contact information and payment before beginning any repair
order. Watch our video to learn more about how our repair process works and how we can help
to get your vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly. Disclaimer: We are not
responsible for lost, delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our facility without an order
number. Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full year. If the repair fails anytime
within a year, we will repair the item again. In the rare occasion that the item is not repairable,
we will either replace the circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at our discretion.
See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of
merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with increased longevity and
lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to
contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know
more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy
Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing
weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with
any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Click to enlarge. Upgrade to Same Day
Turnaround:. Buy in bulk and save. Product Repair Description This is a repair service that
corrects Ford Escape instrument cluster problems on year models , or Warranty Top of Page
Warranty Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full year. About Us At Circuit Board
Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts.
Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote. So you should chech it
on our car models. Insert the ignition key and turn to the RUN position but don't crank or start
engine. A failing oil pump can cause what's called oil starvation, which is almost always fatal to
any engine. Overhead cam engines are especially at risk, because the cam and valve train are
farther from the pump than they are in pushrod engines. Oil should be of a proper viscosity,
which means it needs to be light enough to move quickly. The scent may P Ford Escape signal
oil or coolant leaking from their normally closed-loop systems, or it may indicate dangerous
exhaust gases invading your car's interior. Car and truck exhaust contains toxic gases such P,
so if the inside of your car P Ford Escape as if you were standing behind your car, get out and
get it fixed. Fight the urge to take a little nap first. So sleepy. That's the carbon monoxide
talking, friends. At least open a window on your way to the shop. What does fault code P mean
for Ford Escape? What does a diagnostic reading P mean for Ford Escape? What do we know
about P code for Ford Escape? Check all engine fault codes from our database. Copyright
FaultCodeCheck. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Therefore,
we confidently give one-month warranty on all used products for customer satisfaction, but
item must be returned in the original condition to claim warranty. Please look at additional
pictures for all the damages and details. Also, make sure to compare this item with yours before
buying as well please do your research to make sure this will fit your vehicle. VIN Numbers are
not available for all parts. Please contact us before hand if you need the VIN number so we can
inform you of its availability. All items are used unless otherwise stated. All damage is shown in
pictures. All items are sold as is. We recommend that buyers repaint all painted body parts. We
do NOT guarantee item color unless explicitly stated in the listing. Returns for color
mismatches will NOT be accepted. Please make sure to verify the parts you are going to
purchase before doing so. At this time, we only accept returns if the part is DOA. Its your
responsibility to verify if the part is right for you. Buyer is responsible for return shipping if the
item ordered was wrong due to lack of research. If you need additional information or have any
questions please contact us before purchasing an item. Unless Stated we do not cover any
return shipping. After the auction has ended. So if your Paypal account has a different address
than where you want the parts to be shipped, you have to add that address to your PayPal

account. It's a real easy process. All you have to do is add an additional shipping address to
your PayPal account. Please don't use P. O boxes. Shipping cost is calculated automatically, so
whatever you see is what we pay. We generally ship the next business day after we receive
payment. Feedback is very important for us as we are trying to build good reputation here on
eBay. After you receive your item, please leave us a feedback, we will do the same. If you are
not satisfied with the item, please contact us first before leaving negative feedback. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
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may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Estimated between Wed. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include
seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will
depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or
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Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
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to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item
Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by mhuseda Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has
not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
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Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Cannot find a
standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. We perform Ford instrument cluster
repairs, speedometer, and odometer repairs for a wide variety of Ford cars and trucks
correcting many different issues. Click your make below to see the failures we service for
specific models. If you do not see your particular vehicle listed, please call us at to discuss a
quote for your cluster. The Ford instrument cluster is commonly referred to as the Each
instrument cluster is programmed for your specific The Ford instrument cluster is commonly
referred to This repair service corrects Ford Super Duty F and F instrument cluster problems on
year models , , , , , and These instrument clusters have a common problem with the: LCD

odometer This is a rebuild service for the instrument cluster on - Ford Excursion vehicles. The
Ford instrument cluster is commonly referred to as the instrument panel, dash cluster, speedo,
speedometer, gauge Each instrument cluster is programmed for your specific vehicle including
The Ford E-Series instrument cluster is also commonly referred to as the instrument panel,
dash The Ford E-Series instrument cluster is also commonly referred to as the instrument
panel, The Ford This is a complete rebuild of the Ford F instrument cluster that will correct
gauge malfunctions, intermittent power, dim, flickering or dead LCD odometer display and "red
brake light" issues for all , , , This repair service corrects Ford F instrument cluster problems on
year models , , , or These instrument clusters have a common problems with: LCD odometer
screen Has your Mustang Speedometer, fuel gauge, tachometer, voltmeter, temperature, or oil
pressure gauge s stopped working correctly? The to Mustang gauge clusters have common
problems with the various gauges This is a Mustang instrument cluster repair service for your 4
gauge Mustang cluster for model years , , , , and The Ford Mustang instrument clusters have
common problems with the speedometer If your through Ford Explorer Instrument Cluster is
experiencing gauge or backlighting issues, then we can help! This is a repair service for a , Ford
Explorer Sport Trac instrument cluster that is experiencing intermittent power to all the gauges,
issues with individual gauges, issues with the odometer display, or other At Circuit Board
Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. The
end result is a refurbished component with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More.
Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for? Feel free to contact us and a
representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs. Let us know more about your
unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait
Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are
unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather. Please call with any questions.
Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Ford Instrument Cluster Repairs We perform Ford
instrument cluster repairs, speedometer, and odometer repairs for a wide variety of Ford cars
and trucks correcting many different issues. Select sub-category. About Us At Circuit Board
Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts.
Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote. On my Ford Escape
Hybrid, I drove to the grocery store and came home and the next morning I get in and start it
and notice the whole cluster is out. No tach, odometer, fuel gauge, hybrid battery gauge,
nothing. However, the airbag light, turn signals seem to come through the dash properly. That
being said, the car runs fine. Climate controls work, alarm, locking, etc. So the first thing I did
was check all possible fuses. All of them looked fine but I replaced any fuses relating to the
instruments, etc. Still nothing fixes it. All the bigger fuses look good. I did find a forum post on a
newer escape having the exact same symptoms, and they said they replaced a fuse labeled
electronic feed system and that fixed it. Mine has no such fuse. This being said, I think it could
be a electrical issue with the ignition or something, because the car no longer gives me warning
beeps to let me know I left the headlights on or the key in the ignition. Also, this has never
happened before, maybe because I was messing with the fuses but I turned on the car for the
first time today, and turned it off and pulled the key out, but the car took about 2 seconds to
actually shut off. Never have I had this happen before. I know the most obvious answer would
be take it to a shop and have them diagnose it, but I just moved across country and have almost
zero to expend on this vehicle at the moment. So your thoughts and suggestions would be
welcomed. Thanks in advance. I will reply quickly as possible to comments. There is no free,
magic fix for this. The entire instrument cluster may have failed. Something as simple as a
power connection trace on the circuit board. It will take some time a probing to determine the
cause. You might find a shop that repairs the part or you might be stuck with a dealer part IF it
is even available for a 12 year old car. Not what I wanted to read but what I expected to read.
Thanks for the reply. Probably not related but maybe of interest. Or windstar cluster would go
whaco every now and then, lights on and off and pinning guages, interior lights on and off, door
locks in then out. Tried a number of fixes, and got the wife a new car. No one could diagnose it
as it was never in failure mode at the shop, a circuit board for the cluster was a common failure,
but was not the problem for us. We traded it it in as wifey has to do a few hundred mile trip often
to help her mom, and needed something with no ghosts for her trips. Suggest to do a little
googling on how to check those rectangular-style plug in fuses with a DVM, much easier that
way than replacing all the fuses, plus less chance of introducing a bad fuse for one that was
working somewhere. Remember there are usually fuses both under the dashboard and in the
engine compartment. This sounds more like a failed cluster or body control module than a fuse
though. But it makes sense to double check the fuses related to the cluster and the connectors
that power the instrument cluster. Try disconnecting the reconnecting those connectors. If that
is okay then you should invest in a factory service manual for the wiring. It will show you how

things are connected so you can do you own testing for the trouble. This article will provide you
with knowledge about instrument clusters and finally move on to specifics about how to reset
the instrument cluster in a Ford automobile. It is not really that tough to accomplish the task
once you get a hang of instrument clusters as a whole. The instrument cluster can be simply
defined as the bunch of gauges and indicators along with the meters which allows the driver to
assess the current condition of the automobile. It is simply the dash behind the steering wheel.
As we saw earlier, the instrument cluster is there to let the driver know about the current
condition of the automobile. There are gauges that help you specify the speed at which the car
is running along with many indicator lights such as the check engine light or the low fuel light.
Cars are changing into high-end technology beasts as time goes on and their dashboards not
only indicate the simple things which were just mentioned above, they also help us switch
between drive modes and let you handle various things with the help of buttons on the steering
wheel, for example, setting up the cruise control, choosing between fuel save mode or some
modern drive modes, etc. Every dashboard is specific to every car but almost every dashboard
has something in common. These features will help you identify any dashboard. The clusters
are circular gauges of various types which indicate a variety of information. Mostly their backs
are lit for use in the dark. The common clusters in almost every vehicle are:. If you have a new
Ford vehicle, to reset you have to do nothing but long-press the MID button on the steering of
your car and you will be easily able to reset the whole instrument cluster. In this case, you will
be able to see how many miles the car was driven before you and how many miles or kilometers
you have driven, the average distance you can still travel on the fuel you have in your car, the
average fuel efficiency, etc. This can all be viewed after pressing the reset button on the
steering wheel. Yes, it is that simple! Now if you are still reading this article, I am assuming that
you have an older model without all the fancy digital modes. Maybe a gauge is pointing in the
wrong direction or maybe the information on the dash is wrong. In that case, here are the steps
which you will have to follow to reset your instrument cluster:. If both these processes are of no
use to you, there must be something wrong with the instrument cluster itself and you can easily
take it to a mechanic and dealership to get it replaced or fixed. There are plenty of Ford owners
around the world and it will not be such a difficult task in finding a replacement or finding
someone with the knowledge to replace it. You might find that the instrument cluster is not
communicating along with the steering control column module. Unbolt the instrument cluster
and locate its plug. Also, locate the plug which the steering control module is connected to. You
will find that the two have been interchanged. This is a common problem. You need to
interchange both and finally bolt the instrument cluster back into position and with the switch of
a button, you will be able to reset it and let it function normally. Well, this article has gone on
about details on what an instrument cluster is. If anyone had any doubt regarding what an
instrument cluster is, this article has the information to clear it up. Along with it, every Ford
owner after reading this would have no problems in resetting the dashboard in their car. It is a
quite simple process. A properly working dashboard can help you a lot. How to. Contents hide.
Next post Is it normal for a CVT transmission to whine? Related Posts. More Stories. When
customers who report this condition, they state that the instrument cluster has gone completely
dead except for possibly the air bag light. If you scan for trouble codes, you may find P The
cluster and PATS
accel 59107
1996 jeep grand cherokee starter
mitsubishi ws a55
system do not communicate at all. If the fuses are all good and have power, then access and
unplug the cluster. Test for power, ground and ohm reading on the digital network terminals.
Test Ford Escape instrument cluster for power, ground and digital buss resistance. If all the
tests are good, plug the cluster back in and recheck, if it is still completely inoperative, suspect
a failed cluster. Find a rebuilder and send your cluster off for a rebuild. Ask them to update the
programming. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their
diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the
factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to
find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors,
dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Escape, Mariner
Tribute. Tags Ford Escape instrument panel dead.

